Course Overview

TrueSight Capacity Optimization is a digital enterprise management solution that aligns IT resources with service demands and business priorities, resulting in on-time service delivery and optimized costs.

This course guides students through the administrative capabilities for TrueSight Capacity Optimization 11.x. At the end of this course, students will develop skills in entity lookups, metric profiles, hierarchy rules, data warehouse aging, reconciliation, by-exception reports and TrueSight console customization.

Target Audience

- Administrators
- Consultants

Learner Objectives

- Create Open ETLs
- Work with custom statistics
- Perform advanced data warehouse aging related tasks
- Work with entity lookups
- Work with the reconciliation functionality
- Create by-exception reports
- Customize TrueSight console
BMC TrueSight Capacity Optimization 11.x: Advanced Administering

COURSE ACTIVITIES
- Presentations
- Lab Exercises

BMC TRUESIGHT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT LEARNING PATH
» https://www.bmc.com/education/courses/capacity-optimization-training.html

ACCREDITATION AND CERTIFICATION PATHS
This course is part of the BMC Certification path.

DISCOUNT OPTIONS
Have multiple students? Contact us to discuss hosting a private class for your organization
Contact us for additional information

Course Modules
Module 1: Open ETLs and Entity Lookup
» Open ETLs
» Entity lookup
» Reconciliation

Module 2: Data Warehouse Administration
» Data warehouse aging
» Custom statistics
» Hierarchy rules

Module 3: Other Administrative Activities
» By-exception reports
» Customizing TrueSight console
» License usage tracking

For more information about BMC Education Services, visit www.bmc.com.